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Abstract. The paper studies the virtual art phenomena emerging as a result of active interplay of digital technologies and art that started 
in the mid-20th century. This interplay resulted in significant changes in the techniques of the creative art, as well as in the appearance 
of new trends and genres of art. In addition, the audience’s perception of the work of virtual art has undergone transformations also. 
The latter is related to interactivity as an integral component of virtual art. At the same time, artworks have different levels of inter-
activity—from the traditional passive perception, e.g. in the format of virtual museum tours, to the active participation of the viewer 
in the creation of the work of art. The aim of the paper is to determine the current concepts of virtual art based on the analysis of iconic 
art projects that represent different methods of working with virtual reality technology. The paper examines the phenomenon of virtual 
art from several viewpoints: the revival of the artist’s work methods, the peculiarities of the perception of the work of art in the virtual 
space, and the formats and issues of archiving virtual art projects.
Keywords: virtual art, technology, digital art, multimedia, new media, immersiveness.

Introduction. Virtual reality technology has become 
increasingly popular in recent years. Formed in the 1980s 
and 1990s, virtual reality was actively used in the entertain-
ment industry, in particular in computer games, as well as in 
the various types of educational simulators. In the initial stag-
es, the inclusion of virtual reality in the artistic sphere was as-
sociated with the placement of digitized works of art in vir-
tual space. The revitalization of this process was facilitated 
by the events of the most recent years of the pandemic with 
the need for social isolation. Hence, since 2020, we have been 
observing an active transition of art projects into a virtual 
space. It became possible to transfer the process of artistic 
creation to the virtual plane at the next stages of mastering 
the technology of virtual reality, thanks to the appearance 
of the relevant software and the development of appropri-
ate technological accessories. Thus, the way the work of art 
is functioning has significantly changed in several areas—
in the way the work of art exists, in the way it is produced, 
and in the way it is perceived and interacted with the audi-
ence in virtual reality.

The aim of the article was to study these changes as well 
as to define the current key concepts implemented in virtual 
art projects. Accordingly, the methodological basis of the re-
search is based on analytical, historical-typological and sys-
tematic methods that made it possible to systematize individ-
ual elements of the considered projects in order to generalize 
the key features of the phenomenon of virtual art and to un-
derstand its further directions of development.

Literature review. Theoreticians who studied vir-
tual art agree on considering it to be the result of combin-
ing art and technology and they recognize the prospects 
for its further development. The term “virtual art” was in-
troduced by the art and technology historian Frank Popper 
in his work From Technological to Virtual Art. He consid-
ers modern virtual art as an improved version of technolog-
ical art with an enhanced interactive component (Popper, 
2007). According to Popper, this transition from technolog-
ical to virtual art may be explained “Not only with radical 
technological changes, such as the latest computer develop-
ments and the wider use of the Internet and mobile phones, 
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but also with an aesthetic change that concerned artistic in-
teraction in a wider and on a more personal scale” (Nechvatal, 
2003). Iryna Zubavina considers the “screen”, “screen reality,” 
and the related “virtual reality” to be central culture-forming 
phenomena (Zubavina, 2021, p. 59). The researcher defines 
virtual reality as “a zone of compensation of user’s complexes, 
fears, phobias, promising raising self-esteem, and on the other 
hand—a rather dangerous dimension, because it causes trans-
formations of meanings, distorts social reality, puts the user 
into state of altered consciousness” (Zubavina, 2021, p. 63).

Unlike F. Popper, V. Bychkov and N. Mankovska do not 
consider interactivity to be a mandatory component of virtu-
al art. Researchers define two models of virtual art according 
to the role the audience plays in it reception: “dynamic aes-
thetic spaces, meant only for exhibiting [the works of virtual 
art] as virtual objects of aesthetics, for visiting and perceiv-
ing them” and “interactive aesthetics spaces, designed for ac-
tive interaction with the audience and its creative participa-
tion” (Mankovskaya & Bychkov, 2011). Z. Skolota also defines 
the virtual cultural space based on the character of the audi-
ence’s perception of the artistic image. Skolota describes two 
environments where the digital art operates: media environ-
ment and cyber environment (Skolota, 2014). At the same 
time, within the framework of the media space, the recipients, 
in the opinion of the researcher, are passive observers, and in cy-
berspace they are endowed with the functions of the creators.

Results and Discussion. We consider the above-de-
fined models of virtual art, namely, presentational and inter-
active, to be the basis for the study of virtual art from the point 
of view of the mechanisms of its perception. Thus, the presen-
tation model of virtual art is widely displayed by museum 
and art gallery virtual tours, which have become especial-
ly popular and relevant during the COVID-19 pandemic. 
Examples include the virtual tour of the MACBA Museum 
of Contemporary Art1 in Barcelona (Spain) which is a per-
manent virtual exhibition of the museum’s collection, regu-
larly updated with new works added to the main exposition. 
The same strategy is implemented by the British National 
Gallery2 (London, Great Britain), Musée du Louvre3 
(Paris, France), Istanbul Modern — Museum of Modern 
and Contemporary Art4, (Istanbul, Turkey), and others. 
In addition, there are projects that exist in the virtual form 
only. For instance, Art Basel was one of the first to intro-
duce the exclusively digital format of the exhibition, imple-
menting the project on the virtual platform Online Viewing 
Rooms5. Another example is WHAT’S UP / TWENTY 
TWENTY6 by LVH Art, exhibited in a virtual space, de-
scribed by the organizers as a competitor to the real-life exhi-
bition spaces that overcomes spatial and temporal limitations. 

1 https://www.macba.cat/en/art-artists/ongoing-display
2 https://www.nationalgallery.org.uk/visiting/virtual-tours/

sainsbury-wing-vr-tour
3 https://www.louvre.fr/en/online-tours#virtual-tours
4 https://www.istanbulmodern.org/virtualtour/
5 https://www.artbasel.com/ovr
6 https://whatsuptwentytwenty.com/home

Within the framework of the presentational model, the prac-
tice of combined presentation of art projects is widespread 
when the exhibition in a traditional exhibition space is fol-
lowed by its virtual version, for example, the digital space 
launched by the M17 Center for Contemporary Art. The first 
project presented in virtual space was Victor Sydorenko’s ex-
hibition “Year Zero. The idea of light”7.

It should be emphasized that the presentational model 
of virtual art provides the audience with a chance to move 
around to get authentic and natural impressions similar to vis-
iting a gallery space but, still, despite such freedom, the view-
ers’ perception of works of art does not go beyond traditional 
passive perception.

Multiple variants of artistic ideas, involvement of the audi-
ence into the unfolding of the work, and multiple variants of its 
possible scenarios are mandatory components of the interac-
tive model of virtual space. F. Popper emphasizes the openness 
of virtual art, which “…presupposes a certain freedom of ac-
tion and creativity, but not at all for the radical destruction 
of what existed before” (Nechvatal & Popper, 2004). Thus, ex-
amples of the interactive model of virtual art are multi-senso-
ry projects, which include several options for the development 
of events depending on the choice of the recipient.

The practical aspects of the work of artists with virtual 
reality, the features of methods and tools for creating virtu-
al art are tracked based on the analysis of art projects imple-
mented with the involvement of virtual reality technology, 
as well as through the interviews with artists that depict their 
position in relation to the issues raised in the paper.

Myron Krueger was one of the first to develop the con-
cept of virtual art and introduced the term “artificial reali-
ty” in 1973. His exhibition VIDEOPLACE (1975) became 
the first interactive environment that responded to the move-
ments and actions of users and enabled interaction between 
several participants of the project.

CAVE technology that, similar to virtual reality, achieves 
the effect of immersion (immersiveness), is considered to be 
the forerunner of virtual reality. Cave Automatic Virtual 
Environment is a space in the form of a cube, on all surfaces 
of which an image is projected. Moving within the designat-
ed space, the audience is completely immersed into the im-
agery space created by the artist. The difference between 
the CAVE and the virtual space lies in the fact that the for-
mer is a physical space and the latter is completely computer 
generated. O. Chepelyk’s definition of immersiveness is rel-
evant for both considered versions of its realization and in-
terprets it as “properties of the environment that are brought 
to existence using the latest technologies and have the poten-
tial to transform the psychological state of a person in such 
a way that interaction with the environment guarantees a flow 
of stimulus-reactions and the ‘Self ’ of a person perceives it-
self as engaged in this experience” (Chepelyk, 2021, p. 25).

At the current stage of technological development, virtu-
al reality contributes to the significant expansion of the tools 
of artists, allowing them to achieve a new level of interaction 

7 https://m17.kiev.ua/calendar/tsyfrovyj-prostir-tssm-m17/
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with the audience. Thus, examining virtual art from the point 
of view of modern tools of its creation, we can state different 
approaches to the process. The influence of traditional meth-
ods on the creative process in the virtual domain may be ob-
served in the work of the artist Alison Goodyear. She combines 
the traditional method of work, imitating the texture of oil 
paint in the painting Topsy, and a modern digital palette when 
working on Turvy. The artist formed her unique method (using 
technological tools, in particular Tilt Brush in the VR space), 
which she defines as “The expanded field of painting” (Ornes, 
2022, p. 1) in the project “Paint Park” (2020, MK Gallery 
in Milton Reynes, UK). A similar method of work with a VR 
headset and a rotating chair made it possible to immerse the au-
dience inside of the paintings. "”In one half of the work (Topsy) 
viewers were plunged into the messy swooshes and swirls 
in which oil paint presents itself in the physical world. Swaths 
of paint became swooping, overlapping pathways. The other 
half (Turvy) plunged viewers into a painting based on digital 
tools that looked unlike paint, including pulsing neon lights 
and oscillating graphics” (Ornes, 2022, p. 1).

Transformation of historical/academic art in a virtual 
space format may be illustrated with the art of Estella Tse. 
Using Tilt Brush, she creates virtual 3D model images of them. 
The author describes the method as “…taking apart, dissect-
ing, and reconstructing the thinking and processes” (Tse, n. d.). 
Among the realized projects of the artist there are the famous 
canvases The Kiss by Gustav Klimt, The Scream by Edvard 
Munch, The Two Fridas by Frida Calo, which are combined 
in a project of two series: #MASTERCOPYMNDAY and Art 
Attack! By combining the technologies of virtual and aug-
mented reality, the artist attempts to preserve the original 
style and technique of recognized artists and represent them 
to the audience from a new perspective.

As the artists mentioned above, Stuart Campbell also 
creates art objects in the virtual space. Under the pseudonym 
Sutu, the artist combines VR and AR technologies in his works. 
“Since the release of VR art programs such as Tilt Brush, Gravity 
Sketch, Quill and Anime VR, I’ve been enjoying exploring 
the possibilities of immersive spatial art making. In my opin-
ion, this new practice represents the biggest revolution in dig-
ital art making. It still blows my mind that I can stand inside 
my own art and that I can manipulate it, scale it and add to it 
in real time” (VR art: VR, 2019). Thus, in our opinion, the pos-
sibility of the artist creating in a virtual 3-D space, as well as ob-
serving one’s own work from different angles, definitely affects 
the development of specific skills and, therefore, the develop-
ment of new techniques and methods of artistic work.

Ukrainian artist Stepan Ryabchenko implements a radi-
cally different strategy of work with virtual reality technology, 
namely its materialization. Using digital tools, he creates an al-
ternative virtual reality with utopian images and landscapes. 
“Often, fictional plants and animals are the subject of the im-
age—a surrealistic form of life that exists according to its own 
laws in the world created for them” (Virtualni landshafty, 
2020). His paintings are like the frozen still-frames from virtu-
al spaces. “Using one of the components of the technogenic de-
velopment of humanity as a tool, the artist appeals to the topic 

of human relations with the virtual and natural environment, 
the development of fundamental values and the understand-
ing of one’s own essence” (Matsenko, 2017). In addition, 
in response to the global pandemic of COVID-19, the art-
ist launched an international virtual exhibition in the virtu-
al space “Strange Time”1, which united artists from all over 
the world in the quest for responses to the current challenges.

A more profound interactive component may be seen 
in the multi-sensory virtual project Basement Drawing 
by the German artist Albert Oehlen that was realized under 
the curatorship of Hans Ulrich Obrist, in collaboration with 
John MacInnes and MacInnes Studios specialists. According 
to the concept the audience in the artist’s basement studio ob-
serves the artist’s “hyper-realistic avatar” ( Jebb, 2022), who 
sits at his desk and paints. The sound accompaniment coin-
cides with the movements of the artist, who nods his head 
in the process of painting. This virtual experience of contem-
plating the artist’s work process lasts three minutes, during 
which from the other side of the workshop space “a self-por-
trait animates to show the artist drinking ‘cofftea’, a tea-coffee 
hybrid beverage devised in collaboration with Oehlen ‘that 
will never let you sleep again’” ( Jebb, 2022).

Another virtual multisensory project is an experimental 
concert by KH-Marie in collaboration with the Scandinavian 
production studio of virtual and augmented reality Khora2. 
During the concert, the virtual environment engages sever-
al senses. The viewer “…is fully immersed not only visual-
ly and thanks to the additional surround sound, but thanks 
to the aroma that is spread during the VR show, which KH-
Marie developed together with Klara Ravat from Smell Lab” 
specifically for the project (Sensory Concert, 2021). The proj-
ect is socially oriented because it was created for people vul-
nerable to COVID-19, as well as the elderly, who do not have 
the opportunity to attend live concerts and performances. 

The restrictions related to COVID-19 also gave momen-
tum to the creation of the Danish Dance Theater’s Centaur, 
a 360 Experience project, which, also in partnership with 
Khora, realized an adapted version of the choreographic per-
formance for virtual reality. The technology allows the view-
er to watch the performance while being in different places 
of the virtual space, even at the center of the stage.

Miranda—A Live Steampunk VR Opera by composer 
Kamala Sankaram is the first interactive opera in the virtual 
space that combines theater and virtual reality. The audience 
is able to move inside the virtual space and perform the role 
of judge and jury specially assigned to it. “This innovative 
avant-garde vision of theater comes from LUMA co-founder 
Joshua Bernard Ludzki, who became fascinated with the idea 
of creating a live theater experience that could be experienced 
remotely in VR after the live theater industry was hit incredibly 
hard by the coronavirus pandemic” (Carlton, 2020). The tech-
nology for creating live performances was implemented 
by the Enhance VR team in collaboration with LUMA, which 
developed software based on Unity and Proton. It is important 

1 http://strangetime.art/
2 https://khora.com
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that this software can be a basis for the implementation of fu-
ture interactive virtual performances. Among the mentioned 
audiovisual/synthetic projects, the interactivity and active 
participation of the audience is implemented in the Miranda 
opera to the greatest extent.

The general director of the Volta XR company confirms 
the powerful potential for the further spread of multisenso-
ry projects when he talks about the change in the trajecto-
ry of music “from just musical virtuosity towards spectacle. 
… In 20 to 30 years, the direction I think it goes in is that 
there will be a cross between a music show and an art instal-
lation. Something you have to physically enter and is wrapped 
around you. It’s interactive, dynamic and constantly unique” 
(Walfisz, 2022). The given vision reflects a general movement 
not only towards the combination of different types of art, 
but also towards further irreversible penetration of techno-
logical artistic content into people’s lives.

Issues related to the physical existence of virtual art proj-
ects and their storage require special attention. From this 
point of view, the activities directed at the creation of a special 
database of virtual art looks relevant (Grau, O., 2003). “The 
Database of Virtual Art is both an evolving research instru-
ment and a work in progress, changing according to the ongo-
ing development of the field. Its documentation system will 
also serve as a predecessor for the systematic preservation 
of this art. Due to the fact that virtual art is totally dependent 
upon storage media, it is no exaggeration to say that an en-
tire decade of art threatens to be lost for all time” (Noema, n. 
d.). In this aspect, resources such as ADA1 (Archive of Digital 
Art // former database of virtual art) launched in 1999, are 
aimed at collective preservation of digital art. In addition, art-
ists’ websites that provide information about the art-projects 
perform the function of archives. Undoubtedly, the existence 
of such archives is an important level of the future research 
of technological art, as well as its further development.

Conclusions. Upon analyzing a number of instances 
of the involvement of virtual reality technology in art proj-
ects, the main concepts implemented in them were deter-
mined. The most widespread is the placement of digitized 

1 https://www.digitalartarchive.at/nc/home.html

works of art in a virtual museum or gallery spaces that al-
lows access for the audience from their personal computers; 
this is a static and passive perception but, nevertheless, with 
the ability to move within the proposed space. The reverse 
method, namely the materialization of virtual art (instead 
of the virtualization of the material, as in the previous for-
mat), may be seen in Stepan Ryabchenko’s paintings.

The use of the Tilt Brush tool, intended for work in vir-
tual space, allowed artists to experiment by comparing the tra-
ditional method of work (imitating the texture of oil paint) 
and digital tools (Alison Goodyear), to adapt iconic paint-
ings by famous artists to virtual space, creating three-dimen-
sional interpretations of them (Estella Tse), combine virtual 
and augmented reality (Sutu). In order to perceive the works 
of this type, the audience has to use special accessories, spec-
tacles in particular, that enable viewing art-objects from dif-
ferent angles being inside the spaces where they are placed.

A more profound level of immersion is provided by mul-
tisensor projects, like Basement Drawing by Albert Oelhem, 
where the audience meets the artist face to face, watches him 
at his work; an experimental concert KH-Marie, which en-
gages the sense of smell, along with the sight and hearing; 
Live Steampunk VR Opera Miranda that gives the audience 
a chance to play a role in the performance.

As a result of the dynamic development of the technol-
ogies, virtual art approached the new level of its evolution, 
changing its role from mere presentation of artistic works 
on visual or audiovisual level to the projects that engage dif-
ferent human senses, create an illusion of full immersion into 
the virtual space and, also, give the audience a dedicated role 
in the development of the work of art.

In our opinion, the presence of virtual and augment-
ed reality will increase in everyday life of the society; this, 
in turn, will influence the transformation of the art processes. 
Moreover, the Metaverse by Meta may potentially become 
a platform that will offer fundamentally new level of communi-
cation in virtual reality. Without a doubt, it will influence artis-
tic practices where the usual roles of the audience and the cre-
ator, and usual art forms, undergo significant changes.
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